A WEE SCOTTISH TALE
A man is cupping his hand to scoop water from a Highland bum.
The Gamekeeper shouts - "Dinnae drink tha waater !! Ets foo ae coo's sheet”
The man replies" My good fellow I'm from London - could you repeat that in English for me"
The Gamekeeper replies “I said use two hands - you spill less that way".

CAVE WRITINGS
Written across the wall of the cave were
these symbols.
It was considered a unique find and the writings were thought to be 3000 years old.
The piece of stone was removed, brought to the museum and archaeologists from around the
world came to study the ancient symbols. They held a huge meeting after months of
conferences to discuss the meaning of the drawings.
The President of the Society pointed to the first drawing and said "This is a woman and we
can see that these people held women in high esteem. You can also tell they were intelligent
as the next symbol is a donkey - so they were smart enough to have animals to help them till
the soil. The next drawing is a shovel which means they had tools to help them".
Even further proof of their high intelligence is the fish which means that if a famine hit the
earth and food didn’t grow they would seek food from the sea.
The last symbol appears to be the Star of David, which indicates that they were evidently
Hebrews. The audience of experts applauded enthusiastically.
Then a little old Jewish man stood up in the back of the room and said " Idiots, Hebrew is
read from right to left and it says 'Holy mackerel, dig the ass on that babe"'.
THE FUNERAL PROCESSION
A man was leaving a convenience store with his morning coffee when he noticed a most
unusual funeral procession approaching the nearby cemetery.
A long black hearse was followed by a second long black hearse about 50 feet behind the first
one. Behind the second hearse was a solitary man walking a dog on a leash. Behind him, a
short distance back, were about 200 men walking single file.
The man couldn't stand the curiosity. He respectfully approached the man walking the dog
and said, I am so sorry for your loss, and this may be a bad time to disturb you, but I've never
seen a funeral like this. Whose funeral is it?'

"My wife's".
"What happened to her?'
The man replied, "My dog attacked and killed her"
He inquired further, 'But who is in the second hearse?'
The man answered, 'My mother-in-law. She was trying to help my wife when the dog turned
on her.'
A poignant and thoughtful moment of silence passed between the two men.
'Can I borrow the dog?'
The man replied, "Get in the line".

